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Friday 3rd July

Summer term 2020

This week the children in
Squirrels have been writing
Treasure Chest poems. We
have also been using clay to
create "rainbow houses" and
practised
our
sewing
skills. Watch out for the
finished results which will be
available to see shortly!

Dates for the Diary:
10th July - Canoe Adventure for Year 6
17th July - End of Year Celebration
We are fast approaching the end of the school year
and we are sure you will agree it has been strange in
many ways. However, at Wilden VA Primary School the
children and staff are making the most of returning to
school and getting the most out of their days in school.
Throughout the week the children have made the
most of their zoned playground areas, despite the
frequent heavy downpours! The Squirrel children
decided to turn the front garden into a pebble beach
area and spent their time digging moats and castles,
decorating them with pebbles and cuttings from the
flower beds. In Hedgehogs the children have had great
fun building dens and entertaining us with musical
instruments. Otters have been reading Hamlet and
considering how Hamlet will avoid being taken to
England! We acted out our ideas in small
socially distanced groups outside! Their ideas were
very innovative!
We would like to reassure you all that plans are
underway for returning to school in September,
following the
Government guidance that was
announced yesterday, staff and governors will be
meeting next week and we will make sure that we
send out full details before we break for Summer.
As we previously mentioned, the end of year school
reports will be sent by email next week. Please contact
your child's class teacher if you would like to discuss
them.

Early Years had a really busy
week building dens, singing
on our new stage, playing
pirates and making our own
treasure maps.
“I liked finding the treasure”
Maddie
“I liked painting the rainbow”
Jamie

This week, Muntjacs have been using singed sticks and acrylic
paints to replicate the famous picture of Mount Fuji in Japan.
The children loved using different techniques to portray the
tone and depth of the mountain.

Many thanks to all who have sent such positive and
supportive comments over the week's and we wish
you a very pleasant and safe weekend.
Best wishes, Mrs Douglas and Mrs Byrne
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Library Books
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The Parable of the Sower

Please return all library

Value of

books to school by Friday
10th July. They can be put

the Month

(spine first!) through the
letter box at the Reception
area, thank you.

July Courage

